Boston -
August 20, 1913.

My dear Miss Jackson,

Thanks very much for your note. I am sorry I can't see Sorrento but hope perhaps you will visit me another summer. As to Prof. Venturi I will examine his hardness catalogue and find out.

I heard by chance in regard to Worcester, but if I see Blahnik & others interested in that museum it will find particular interest. I am sorry I can't help build your house.

Sincerely,

Stanley Latham
that picture will be related to his work. She considers that she is poor and refuses to give photographs to any one, but they are on sale at Harris.

It's already sent him several and will gladly send me on his more that would be of interest to him, but I can hardly do more.

That, as the Collection is large and the photographs expensive, he just had a letter from him in which he forgets entirely to answer any of my questions, but it is remarkable in the enthusiastic about his new book. As to other Collections I wrote dozens letters for him this spring.